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Understanding Today’s Digital Age Social Platforms
An overview of the biggest channels for business

The world is increasingly tending toward the digital, and the question is no longer whether your small
business will have to follow suit but whether it can keep up with the pace of change? There are many
social media platforms out there that can be used to supplement the reach of your online presence;
but in order for your presence to be effective in terms of creating real-world business, you must know
a bit of background on the usual suspects.

Facebook

As perhaps the most established social channel, Facebook is the go-to network for a vast variety of
demographics. The general public uses it to keep up with friends, share happenings, plan events and
more; but the majority of businesses also use Facebook for the purposes of customer service. A
brand should use Facebook to share high-quality content, catching the attention of past, present and
future customers with a strong
visual and copy. You can use
Facebook not just as an extension
of brand campaigns, but also to
elicit engagement from fans and
nonfans alike. As far as paid
advertising goes, it is very effective
and efficient to use — with robust
demographic and interest targeting
parameters for a worldwide
audience, as well as a myriad of
budget and placement options, you
can be certain that your advertising
dollar is working for you.

When used correctly, Facebook
can help you achieve brand
awareness, brand equity, purchase
intent and a wide reach. The only
drawback is that its page content is
not SEO-friendly. If you are using
Facebook as a supplement to an SEO-friendly web presence, however, it may be the perfect fit for
you.

Twitter

A microblogging service with a 140-character limit, Twitter is typically more focused on text than
images Consumers tend to use it more for observing than posting, so a business must remain up to
date and vigilant with its tweets to stay relevant in the eyes of users. The professionals from the trade
publication Marketing Land caution against posting too little or too much, nothing that inactivity or
overactivity can lead to a loss of followers. According to Marketing Land, Twitter promotion must “find
a delicate balance between content and spam.”

Consumers also use Twitter quite often for customer service inquiries, giving businesses the
opportunity to respond quickly and succinctly. This allows you to demonstrate your business’ ability to
cater to customers in a quick and effective fashion. Twitter can help to achieve similar goals to







Facebook, but Twitter provides unique opportunities for brands including the chance to glom onto
cultural events and trending topics with hashtags and interact playfully with celebrities and other
brands. 

Instagram

If you’re looking for high user engagement, Instagram is the channel for you. This platform is almost
entirely focused on the visual, so if you can showcase your business in a way that could be construed
as artsy or unique, millennials who frequent Instagram are more likely to engage with you. Instagram
is generally considered a more mainstream social media platform nowadays, but it still allows you to
get creative with your copy while also providing the opportunity to utilize popular hashtags and create
unique hashtags all your own. As a brand, Instagram is used to build equity with customers, and, of
course, engage with them at a more personal level.

YouTube

Where the aforementioned platforms focus on words, images, or some combination of both, YouTube
is a platform all about video. According to Adweek, YouTube is the second most popular search
engine on the internet behind Google, making it fertile ground for expanding the reach of your
product. The public uses it to watch videos and upload their own — some users actually get such a
following that they become brands unto themselves. Your business can use YouTube to distribute
web-based video content that is unique to your brand, and you also can use it as a means for paid
ads. YouTube presents a larger opportunity for outreach with preroll, banners, in-video advertising and
more, all of which puts your brand in front of the eyes of consumers who might be interested in your
products.

As mentioned, not every platform is for everyone. Take a good look at what your business offers and
what you are trying to accomplish, and then use the appropriate social channels to your advantage.
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Cloud-Based Accounting
A convenient solution for small businesses

The cloud has revolutionized the act of accounting for small businesses, which can now access
important information whether they are working from home or traveling to meet a client. If you own or
operate a small business and are on the market for a cloud-based accounting solution, consider the
following tried and true options.

FreshBooks 

PC Magazine investigated a wide
variety of available cloud-based
accounting services for its Editors’
Choice awards, and FreshBooks
came out on top of the bunch.

“It's a tremendous solution for sole
proprietors and very small
businesses that need in-depth
invoicing capabilities, combined
with management of time and
expenses,” writes PCMag
contributor Kathy Yakal. “It’s
specifically for these very small
businesses and sole proprietors
that FreshBooks wins its Editors’
Choice for cloud-based
accounting.”

You can get started using
FreshBooks at https://
freshbooks.com.

AccountEdge Pro 

Another service that ranks high on the PCMag Editors’ Choice list is AccountEdge Pro, which is
lauded for depth and capabilities. Furthermore, its degree of customizability sets it apart from other
cloud-based and software-based accounting options. You can find it at https://accountedge.com/pro/.

QuickBooks Online Plus

Known for its comprehensiveness, and offering an increasingly long list of financial tools through its
standard package and via add-on options, QuickBooks Online Plus ensures that business owners do
not have to rely on using and integrating more than one accounting service to meet all their needs.
Most notably, it offers integrated payroll services, which can be hard to come by when using the cloud.
Learn about all the available tools at https://search2.quickbooksonline.com/t/qbks-11880/d/qb-online/.

Wave Accounting 

If you just want to dip your toes into the world of cloud-based accounting, you’ve likely been enticed
by some free introductory offers. Some services are completely free, so if you fall in love with the
system, you can keep using it without impacting your budget. Wave Accounting is one such system,
offering professional-grade accounting solutions without the cost of other services.







“Wave Accounting offers a free, cloud-based accounting software specifically designed for small
businesses,” writes Business News Daily Staff Writer Sara Angeles. “Unlike other free accounting
software programs that limit capabilities, Wave Accounting offers a comprehensive set of accounting
features without the monthly price tag.”

Further information about its services is available at https://waveapps.com.

Xero

Mac users in particular rave about the services offered by Xero because it offers a version designed
with their needs in mind. Where a great deal of software and internet-based services can lose of some
functionality when transitioned to Mac, Xero provides a complete experience catered to non-PC
users.. It offers the ability to integrate with a wide variety of business apps, as well as 24/7 live support
via phone, email or live chat.

You can see if Xero might be right for you at https://xero.com/us/.

Cloud-based accounting is advancing at a rapid pace, so you should consider the implications and
potential benefits of adopting this technology now rather than waiting to see if your software-based
accounting service gets outpaced and loses its relevancy in the coming years. These services
represent the peak of accounting technology, and any one would make a great addition to your
business accounting practices.
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Do You Need a Business Partner?
How to decide if a partnership is right for you

There are many benefits to a partnership in business, but these advantages might not always
outweigh the costs. Before entering into a partnership, consider these six questions.

1. Would a business partner
complement my skill set?

As a savvy businessperson, you
likely have a network of people with
whom you are considering going
into business. What you need to
determine is which of these
candidates possesses a skill that
you lack. Think about important
areas in which you may not feel as
strong as a company leader, and
search for a potential partner who
can complement those weaker
attributes while you take the reins
on something he or she may
consider a personal shortcoming.

2. Would my business partner
help build up company culture
or stand in the way?

It’s important to know right away if you and your potential partner share a vision for the company. Your
visions do not have to be identical, but they do have to be compatible. To make sure that you are on
the same page in terms of your respective visions, have a conversation with one another about where
you see your partnership taking you in five years’ time.

3. Do you need funding?

Ask yourself whether the additional source of income is necessary, or if you are looking for more of a
co-pilot. If you are merely looking for someone to help you share the financial burden of your
business, consider finding investors instead of partners.

“A lot of entrepreneurs need funding to get started or to take the company to the next level. You may
find a partner who brings that to the table, but before rushing into a partnership consider finding
investors rather than a full partner,” says business author Phil LaDuke on Entreprenuer.com.

4. Would you rather receive full reward or have reduced risk?

The advantage of having a partner in your business is that it ostensibly splits your risk. What it also
means is that you must also share the reward, and that your revenue stream will be cut in order to pay
your partners. If you do not mind losing equity in the name of reduced risk, then a partnership may be
for you.

5. Which do you value more: control or perspective?

“Perhaps the biggest advantage of forgoing a business partner is that you would have full say in the







operations of the organization, not only in terms of the initial setup process, but any subsequent
decisions as well,” says Investopedia Analyst Arthur Pinkasovitch.

On the other hand, a partner can bring a point of view that you would fail to see as a lone stakeholder.
If you value different perspectives and are open to collaboration, then you may benefit from a
partnership.

6. Are there other business relationships that would be better suited for my situation?

If the skills you lack are only crucial to the business for a limited amount of time, or if they are skills
that might not be relevant to your business in the long term,  a partner may not be as beneficial to you
as a hired freelancer. Don’t give equity away until you know for sure that the responsibilities you are
handing off cannot instead be handled by a qualified employee, specialist or a freelancer.

Before making a decision that could substantially change the scope and goals of your business, think
about what it is that both you and your business need.
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Are You Micromanaging Your Employees?
Micromanaging is useful sometimes, but overall can cause issues
for your business

There is a fine balance between proper oversight of your employees and micro-managing their every
move. When you begin to overstep the boundary and assert control over every project, the effects can
be detrimental to the success of your business.

Case study example

An August 2015 article in the
Harvard Business Review by
contributor Rebecca Knight
highlights an excellent real-life
example of micromanagement: the
rocky start of the now-successful
business CoachUp and its founder
and CEO Jordan Fliegel.

In year two of this Boston-based
startup, which connects athletes
with private coaches, Fliegel had
asked his content team to edit,
finalize and properly tag all articles
for SEO within a large blogging
project that was completed earlier
that year by summer interns.
Instead of allowing his team to
complete their work, however,
Fliegel took over midway and
finished the project alone over
three weekends.

His team responded with a mixture of annoyance and puzzlement, countering whether such a small
project within the scheme of running a startup was the best use of the CEO’s time. In effect, Fliegel
had done the jobs of his staff, and undermined their creativity and drive in the process.

What Fliegel did not understand was the problem created by stepping in and taking over work he had
previously delegated to his staff.

Understanding the adverse affects of micromanaging

Micromanaging may get short-term results, but it will harm your company’s productivity for the long
term, says Muriel Maignan Wilkins, co-founder and managing partner of executive coaching and
leadership development firm Paravis Partners, in a November 2014 article in the Harvard Business
Review.

Over time, micromanaging will negatively affect your employees, demotivating them and stunting their
growth. In addition, your own productivity levels will suffer as you sacrifice the larger, more important
tasks in your business for small details that should be handed off to others. Your organization could
even become unstable and vulnerable as your team learns it cannot properly function unless you’re
heavily involved.







heavily involved.

“Employees that are constantly criticized and made to feel they can’t do anything right may try harder
for a while, but will eventually stop trying at all. Employees that were once productive lose motivation
and initiative, and their productivity decreases,” says IRS management and program analyst Linda
Barnes in a March 2015 article in the American Society for Public Administration.

Furthermore, micromanaging can be so detrimental to an individual’s emotional well-being and sense
of self-worth that he or she may leave the job altogether just to relieve the stress.

According to Barnes, a survey conducted by Trinity Solutions found that 79 percent of individuals
polled had experienced micromanagement in the workplace. In addition, 69 percent of individuals
reported considering changing their jobs as a result of micromanagement, and 36 percent actually
followed through with changing jobs to avoid being micromanaged. The survey also showed that 71
percent of the individuals who were micromanaged reported a decline in job performance, with 85
percent reporting a decline in morale.

Signs you are micromanaging your employees

Wilkins explains that most bosses who micromanage their employees may not even be aware that
they are being controlling. If you are not sure yourself, some clear signs of micromanaging include the
following:

Never being satisfied with deliverables from your employees.1.
Often feeling frustrated at how your employees complete tasks and thinking you could have
done it better.

2.

Focusing on the details over the entire project and making corrections with pride.3.
Constantly wanting to know your employees’ whereabouts and what they’re working on.4.
Asking for frequent updates on all projects.5.
Preferring to be cc’d in all your employees’ email communication.6.

“The problem with micromanagers is that they apply the same level of intensity, scrutiny and
in-your-face approach to every task, whether warranted or not. The bottom line is: you need to stop.
It’s harming your team’s morale and — ultimately — their productivity,” concludes Wilkins.

If you are micromanaging your employees, resist the urge. Your business will benefit from the
improvement in morale and productivity.
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How Offering Constant Discounts Can Hurt Your
Business
Why you should think twice before continually discounting your
products

Discounts can bolster sales for your business, but is the benefit worth the cost? = Offering discounts
too frequently can cause a considerable strain on your company’s long term health and stability, far
outweighing the up-front benefits it may create. Here are four reasons why continually offering
discounts can hurt your business’ sales.

1. Discounts become predictable
and expected. 

Discounting too often can lead to
customers expecting  sales all the
time, especially when a pattern is
detected. At that point, consumers
are more likely to wait for the
discounts to become available
before making their purchases.

“It isn’t healthy when sales flat-line
and only spike when a discount is
available,” said Entrepreneur.com
contributor Jonathan Long.

2. It invites your competitors to
attack.

When you lower your prices in the
interest of drumming up quick
sales, your competitors will be
inclined to do the same. In some instances, competitors may even seek to undercut your discounts to
make their products appear more attractive, which will further undercut your ability to grow your
business and stabilize your revenue.

3. Your product value and price integrity are diminished. 

When you offer a discount, your selling point becomes the product’s price, not the product itself.
Trying to get customers to refocus on the value of a product afterward is an uphill battle, especially
since you demonstrated what can be perceived as a lack of confidence in your product by focusing on
price over value. Furthermore, the devaluation makes it difficult to successfully raise the prices again
once the economy or your business circumstances improve.

4. You’re molding the minds of your customers. 

Frequent discounts can cause your clientele to become skeptical of why you are so quick to offer sale
prices compared to the full prices they were paying for the same product before. This can lead to your
customers feeling cheated and dissatisfied.

Customers will also look at your discounted product and perhaps wonder where it is flawed. Studies
have shown that by focusing on price and not value, you are creating a self-fulfilling prophecy for







have shown that by focusing on price and not value, you are creating a self-fulfilling prophecy for
yourself.

“In a buyer’s mind, the discounted offering literally does not perform as well as it did at full price,” write
strategic advisor Dan Kennedy and marketing strategist Jason Marrs in an Entrepreneur.com article.

Discounts are a part of business, but it is important to use them judiciously and wisely. Try to keep the
focus on your product and its value more so than the decreased price, and you should be able to keep
your competitors at bay and encourage your customers to remain loyal.
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Noah Elsfelder Joins Heritage Bank
AVP, Branch Manager - 7th Street Branch
We are please to announce the addition of Noah Elsfelder to the Heritage Bank team. Noah has
more than 17 years of banking experience and has lived and worked in the Reno/Sparks area for
almost 40 years. He spent 12 years with Wells Fargo holding many positions such as Personal
Banker, Business Specialist, Branch Manager, and Merchant Sales Consultant. Prior to joining
Heritage Bank, Noah spent 2 years with Greater Nevada Credit Union as a Business Specialist and
SBA Loan Officer.  NMLS#1608624.You can find Noah at (775) 348-1007. 
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How You Can Help Reduce Air Pollution
Help keep the air around you clean by employing these methods to
reduce air pollution

In order for our bodies to receive the oxygen that we require to survive, we need to constantly breathe
in the air around us. As such, we definitely want the air we breathe to be clean.

Unfortunately, air pollution is very common around the world. Carbon dioxide and other pollutants
have infected our air, making it much less healthy and pure. However, you don’t have to just stand by
while the atmosphere becomes more polluted. In fact, there are many simple ways that you can help
reduce air pollution.

Form a carpool

Unless you have a hybrid or electric
vehicle, your car probably
produces a lot of carbon dioxide
emissions on your way to work.
Multiply those emissions by the
number of people you work with,
and you have a lot of CO2 entering
the air.

Since you all work at the same
location, you and your co-workers
may want to look into forming a
carpool. Not only will you reduce
the amount of carbon dioxide that
you produce, but you will also
reduce the amount of money you
spend on gas. Plus, a carpool is a
great way for you to get to know
your co-workers better.

Use public transportation

If you happen to live and work in the city, another great means of getting to your job is through public
transportation. Transportation services like buses, subways and trains are a reliable way to get to your
workplace. They are also a great way to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. By choosing to take a bus
or a train instead of driving your own car, you help avoid adding even more air pollution to the city.

Keep tires properly inflated

If you do choose to drive your car to work, consider a few ways to ensure that your vehicle is as
efficient as possible. One of the best ways to increase the fuel efficiency of your vehicle is by keeping
its tires properly inflated.

According to the European Environment Agency, the lower your tire pressure is, the more fuel your
car will need to move forward. Keeping your tires properly inflated will reduce the amount of fuel you
burn through, saving you money and sparing the air around you from more pollution.

Dry clothes on a line







Preventing air pollution doesn’t just take place on the road. It can also take place within your own
home. Consider how much energy your dryer uses after you are done washing a full load of laundry.
That energy will ultimately result in the production of more air pollutants.

Instead of constantly using your dryer, consider leaving your clothes out to dry on a clothesline,
especially if it is a bright and sunny day. Allow the natural warmth of the sun to dry your clothes
instead of adding pollutants to the natural world.

Plant a tree

Trees help to produce oxygen. They keep the air around us clean. Unfortunately, deforestation and air
pollution go hand-in-hand. Air pollution adds more carbon dioxide into our air, while deforestation
destroys the trees necessary to keep our air clean.

In order to fight back against the excess of pollution and deforestation, plant a tree in your backyard.
By doing so, you will help supply the environment with the best tool it can use to keep our air clean
and free from pollutants.

Keeping the air clean is something that has to start with each one of us. By reducing air pollution, we
will all benefit from a much healthier world.
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Exercises You Can Do As a Family
Round up the family for these fun workouts

When it comes to balancing family life and work while trying to throw in daily exercise, things can
often get incredibly hectic. To combine family time and a workout, try some of these exercises you
can all do together.

Learn a special dance

Since the introduction and
popularity of the “Cupid Shuffle” in
2007, many musical artists have
been creating catchy tunes with fun
dance routines. Search the web for
the latest dance craze (be sure to
check for kid appropriate lyrics) and
take the time to learn the dance
together. This is a fun way to
include aerobic exercise in your
daily routine. Most of today’s
popular hits have tutorial videos
that break down each step
throughout the songs. Once you all
have the moves down, play the
song at regular speed and jam out.
To mix things up even more, try
including a freestyle section during
the song where you each get a turn
to create your own dance moves.

Take an after dinner walk

According to Psychology Today, research has found that taking a walk directly after eating a meal can
do wonders for your health. The leisurely activity can speed up digestion, burn calories and can help
lower blood sugar. Not to mention, if the kids are a little hyped up from the school day, the walk will
burn off some of that extra energy and help them get to sleep a little quicker. You can also take the
time to have family discussions and see how everyone is doing. In today’s busy world of technology, it
can be easy to forget to simply communicate with one another.

Play hide and seek with workouts

To make exercising a little more fun for the kids, write down about 10 different exercises on pieces of
paper, put them in a small container (like a plastic egg) and hide them throughout the house. When
an exercise is found, every member of the family has to do a few reps of that exercise. The goal of the
game can be to find all of the hidden workouts or to get as many in as possible in a certain timeframe.
Add some extra fun and competition by allowing the finder of the exercise to sit out one rep during the
family workout.

Turn TV time into exercise

If your family loves to watch a certain television show, you can turn that opportunity into a workout.
During the commercial breaks, assign different simple exercises (like sit-ups, squats, push-ups or







planks) to each member of the family. According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC), children
should get at least one hour of physical activity in during the day. Taking gym class and recess into
consideration, the kids can easily finish up that hour during the commercial breaks of their favorite
television shows. To make things more amusing, try naming the exercises after certain characters or
themes of the shows.

Participate in a walk or run for charity

Thanks to social media, it’s very easy to know when a charitable organization is holding a fundraiser
via a 5K walk or run. Get the whole family involved in an event that is special to them and set up
personal time goals for each member or one goal for the entire family—your goal could be as simple
as just finishing the event. Doing something for others in the form of exercise is a great way to give
back.

Any of these activities will make working out enjoyable and fun. It’s important to stay active and doing
so as a family can make exercise something that everyone looks forward to.
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Monthly Subscription Boxes That Will Enrich Your
Life
Five subscription boxes to brighten your day once a month

Surprises and routines are two concepts that rarely ever go together. However, there are some
instances where something routine can also be surprising. Take subscription boxes, for example.
Even though you know that these boxes are coming in the mail each month, you never know what you
are going to get inside them.

The popularity of subscription boxes has rapidly grown in the past few years, which means there are
plenty to choose from. However, in a sea of subscription services, the following boxes have unique
ways to enrich your life on a monthly basis.

BarkBox

Subscription boxes aren’t just for
you; they also exist for your
four-legged friends. One of the
most popular subscription services
for pets is BarkBox.

BarkBox packages come with two
treats, two unique toys and a chew.
Each month, the packages take on
a different theme, offering up a little
variety for your pet supplies.
BarkBox even donates a
percentage of proceeds directly to
animal rescue shelters across the
country.

BarkBox subscriptions start at $21
a month. If you want to sniff around
for more information, then visit
http://barkbox.com.

Once Upon a Book Club

Most of us wish we had the time to sit down and enjoy a nice, relaxing book. However, even if you do
have the time, you might struggle with motivating yourself to finish a novel. That’s where Once Upon a
Book Club enters the scene.

While there are plenty of book-based subscription boxes, Once Upon a Book Club is a bit different.
Along with a book, the crate comes loaded with a number of packages filled with special gifts. Each
package has a page number printed on it, and readers should only open the packages once they
reach the corresponding page. That way, they can better motivate themselves to reach the end of the
story.

Subscriptions to Once Upon a Book Club cost $34.99 a month, and more information about the
service can be found at https://cratejoy.com/.

STEM Club







It’s important to foster a love of science and math in children from a young age. If they are showing an
interest in these subjects, then you’ll want to help them explore the world around them. One of the
best ways to do that is through Amazon’s STEM Club service.

The STEM Club aims to encourage young children to learn more about science, technology,
engineering and math. In order to facilitate that growth of knowledge, Amazon has set up a series of
subscription boxes for young scientists.

The boxes are separated into three categories: children 3-4 years of age, children 5-7 years of age
and children 8-13 years of age. Each box costs $19.99 a month. If you want to explore what kind of
products come packaged for each age group, visit http://amazon.com.

Loot Crate

If you consider yourself to be a big follower of pop culture trends, like the hottest movies or television
shows, then there is no better subscription service for you than Loot Crate. Loot Crate is currently one
of the biggest names in the subscription box industry, thanks to its diverse lineup of themed boxes.

You can choose from a lineup of crates aimed at specific fandoms, or you can opt in for one of Loot
Crate’s basic boxes, which encompass a wide range of different shows, games and movies. Loot
Crate subscriptions start at $15.99 a month. You can learn more about Loot Crate and the different
boxes they offer at http://lootcrate.com.

Bocandy

Are you constantly on the lookout for new and unique flavors? Then you might want to consider
subscribing to Bocandy. Bocandy is a subscription service that supplies customers with candy from
around the world.

Each monthly box comes packed with five to seven delicious snacks from across the globe—more
than enough to satisfy any sweet tooth. Subscriptions cost $9.99 a month, making it one of the more
inexpensive food-based subscription boxes out there. For more information about Bocandy, visit the
Cratejoy website at http://cratejoy.com.

Once you subscribe to these monthly services, you’ll be spending a lot more time waiting around your
mailbox in anticipation.
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Accent Wall 101
Tips for creating a proper accent wall that will get people talking

If you have recently moved into a home or have stuck with the same layout for some time, you may
feel the impulse with the onset of spring to liven things up a bit. Whether you are sprucing up a new
home or reinvigorating a room that seems to have lost its luster, accent walls are a great way to draw
eyes and start conversations.

If you are not quite sure how to get started, consider the following tips.

Know your colors

To ensure the effectiveness of your
accent wall, you need to have a
firm understanding of how colors
will work with relation to how you
read a room. As SFGate.com
points out, warm colors—reds,
oranges and yellows—have a
tendency to pull in (or
“fore-shorten”) walls while cool
colors—blues, greens and
purples—tend to create the illusion
of elongating a room.

As such, it is imperative to know
how to employ these colors to your
advantage. If you have a room that
feels as if it is cramped or narrow,
use a cool color to widen or
elongate it. If you have a room that
feels to long, use a red accent wall to pull it closer to the rest of the room. The right shade of paint in
the right places can mean all the difference with your accent wall.

Try wallpaper

Wallpaper is a great way to build a memorable accent wall in any room, particularly if you know how
to use it to your advantage. RealSimple.com recommends a warm and cheery wallpaper that “picks
up other colors in the room” as your go-to choice; if for example you are looking to add to a living
room that plays with different blues and yellows, find a wallpaper that utilizes comparable colors to
better bring out those other hues. This effect works particularly well in a room where the walls are
white or some other neutral color.

Similarly, if you are building an accent wall around a fireplace or a bookshelf, you can find a wallpaper
that is patterned to look like brick or reclaimed wood. This allows you to play upon the natural look of a
centerpiece in a distinctive manner without having to shell out for the high cost of using actual brick or
wood.

Texture matters

With relation to the idea of playing on a fireplace or piece of furniture, BHG.com recommends playing
with pattern and texture to amplify an accent wall. If you are not married to the idea of having a wall







that is completely disparate in color, BHG.com recommends using vertical pieces of wood painted in
the same hue as the wall itself as a means to punctuate a room’s look. MurphysOilSoap.com notes
that overwhelming a room can be one of the biggest mistakes that throws off an accent wall, so
employing this approach allows you to create an accent with more subtlety.

An accent room in your living room, bedroom or kitchen is a great way to create a vibrant atmosphere
that is lively and welcoming. When considering an accent wall, know the room you are working with
and use that information to formulate a plan of action.
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7 Signs You’re Doing Laundry All Wrong
Are you making these common laundry mistakes?

It is safe to say that even novice laundry-doers know better than to throw in a red shirt with a load of
whites and that most dryers eat at least one sock per cycle. Plus, parents know the messes generated
by their children need extra attention—often stain fighters—and maybe an extra wash cycle or two.

Yet, despite the years of laundry experience, there are “loads” of ways to make mistakes with this
chore. If you’re doing any of the following, it’s time to change your clothes-cleaning practices.

Ignoring care instructions

The tiny tag with the impossibly
tinier writing has a purpose other
than challenging your eyesight. Not
all fabrics are created the same,
and thus might require special
consideration. Usually, the
instructions are simple, like “wash
in cold or “line dry.” To avoid
compromising the quality of your
wardrobe, always take
MarthaStewart.com’s advice: read
the labels.

Using too much elbow grease

Yes, stains require effort, but the
experts at RealSimple.com caution
that being too hard on a stain can
make it bigger and potentially harm
the fabric. Instead, they recommend using a gentle approach to dab rather than rub and work from the
outside of the stain in. To prevent color transfer, always use a white cloth on the stain.

Running the washer for too long

If you haven’t been trekking through the mud, chances are that your clothes are dirty, but not
abundantly dirty. According to MarthaStewart.com, a six-minute wash time is adequate for most
clothes—unless, of course, you have been trekking through the mud.

Putting the soap in before the clothes

With three ingredients—clothes, water and soap—loading the washing machine should be
mistake-proof. It is, but only if you do the filling in the right order. Unless bleach is needed for the load,
add clothes, then water and then soap for the best detergent allotment, suggest the RealSimple.com
experts.

Going overboard with the suds

Too much detergent will not rinse out completely. Instead, RealSimple.com recommends cutting your
detergent measurement in half and upping the amount slowly until your clothes are as clean as you
want them to be out of the wash cycle. Hard water is the exception; they note it might actually require
more soap than usual and to always defer to the detergent bottle for instructions.







Using the wrong cycle setting

Choosing the right wash cycle to fit the fabric type will result in optimum results. According to
MarthaStewart.com, the regular cycle works for sturdy or heavy cottons and exceptionally soiled
clothing; the permanent press cycle works for average loads because it is gentler on clothes overall;
the delicates cycle works best for loosely woven, lightweight, sheer and lacy textiles.

Laying on too much heat

Choosing the correct drying cycle can impact your clothes, too. You can dry clothes on a line or drying
rack, but if you prefer using a higher power option, consider MarthaStewart.com’s guide to drying
cycles: electronic or automatic dry lets you pick how dry you want clothes to be as opposed to the
time they spin in the dryer; permanent press reduces wrinkling with its cool-down cycle; air fluff is
perfect for fluffing pillows or freshening clothing because it circulates air but does not add heat.

Doing the laundry will always be a chore, but by keeping these tips in mind you will be able to
increase your laundry expertise and protect your wardrobe from common laundry mishaps.
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